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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 0 U ,,~ar~IFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Applieation ) 
of SCEcorp· and its public utility ) 
subsidiary SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA' ) 
EDISON COMPANY (0' 33S-E) and SAN ) 
DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY ) 
(0' 902-M) for Authority to: Merge ) 
SAN DIEGO' GAS &' ELECTRIC COMPANY ) 
into, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA .EDISON' ) 
COMPANY. ,,' ) 

-----------------------------) 

Applieation 88-12-0~S 
(Filed OeceInl:>er 16, 19Ss..i 
amended April 17, 1959) 

XN'l'ERlll OPXNXON ON MOTXON TO DEFER SOO'tBERN CALIPORNIA 
:epISOLCOHfANX'S' 1991 TEST' YEAR GENERAL RATE CASE 

:t.. ru-u:v 

In this interim opinion, we grant the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates' (DRA) motion seeking deferral of Sou't.hern 
California Edison Company's (Edison) Test Year (TY) 1991 General 
Rate Case (GRC). In place of the TY 1991 GRC, we authorize Edison 
to file,. on or before March 30, 1990, an application for a modified 
operational attrition allowanee for 1991,. as m.ore specifieally 
detailed in Attaehments A and B to this interim opinion .. 

This interim opinion specifieally does not address that 
portion of DRA's motion which requested that we place Edison and 
San Oiego Gas & Eleetric: company (SDG&E) on the same GRC cycle .. 
Instead we direet ORA, Edison, ,ana. SDG&E to confer regarding 
alternatives to such a scenario, and to- make recommenc!ations to-us 
by March 1, 1990, so' that a deeision can be :madel:lefore work on 
Edison's next GRC must begin· in earnest. 

Finally, this interi:m opinion ad.dresses concerns raised. 
by several parties who normally participate in Edison's GRCs. We 
direct, the coneerned parties to· raise the: ,'issue f:>! modifications to 
Schedule DMS-2 in the'rate window proceeding., We also p:rovide that 
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revenue allocation issues will ~e'heard in Edison's 1990 Energy 
Cost Adj'UstInent Clause CECAC), proceeding t in accordance with the 
consensus view reflected 'in several formal . responses, . to ORA's 

" . 
Inotion, and ORA's forxnal reply to· these responses.: 

XI. J3s!~' 

Under existing commission procedures, Edison is 
scheduled to tender its Not,ice of Intent (NOl) , in 1989 for a GRC to 
be tried in 1990 on the basis. of·· a 1991 TY. SlX7&E, which recently 
completed a 1989 '1'1: general ... rate proceeding,. is scheduled· to file 
its next GRC for 'I"{ 1992. In pre-filed testimony submitted to the 
Coxnm,issio'n in April' 1989 in, this docket; 1 Ed:ison and SOG&E (the 
merger applicants). propose ·to go, forward with Edison"s T'l 1991 
proceeding on a stand~alone baS:is, to· SUbstitute attrition 
proceedings for S,DG&E's 'X'Y 1992 proceeding, and to ma~e a co~ined 
filing for 'I'Y 1994. The merger applicants state that 'l'Y 1994 is 
the ,first time a fully integrated and detailed single cost of 
service can reasonably-be developed tor the merged entity (Bryson 
Testimony, "Edison"s merger objectives and' Corporate Policies After 
the Merqer. ") .2' 

On May 18, 1989, ORA 'submitted.a letter to" the 
Commission's Executive Director reqUestinq deferral.of Edison's 
TY1991. rate proceeding due to. wo:r:,~oad constraints associated with 

1 This testi~ony has not yet been formally sponsored or received 
in evidence, since evidentiary hearings in this proeeedinghave not 
yet begun. 

2 At the time the merger applicants mad42 this proposal they 
contemplated that the Commission would issue its decision on the 
~er~er'by year-end 1989. This timetable has been superseded by the 
admlnistrative law judge:' (AL1) Ruling t>f.May' 26, 1989, Which 
outlines the current schedule for the'proeeedinq. 
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the proposed merger. According to DRA, it will ~e extremely 
~urdensome for the Commission .as· a whole to process both the merqer 
application and Edison's T":l 1991 GRC at the same time. DRA notes 
that if the status quo prevails, hearings in the· merger and the 
T".l 1991 GRC will occur simultaneously. DRA also believes there are 
efficiencies associated with' deferral' of Edison's TY 199'1 GRC to, 
T".l 1992, since. this would place ~oth merCJer applicants on the same 
GRC schedule. DRA'does acknowledge that its proposal may trigger a 
request .from Edison for an addi tional~ttri tion year, ancl states 
that the Commission should ,evaluate any such request on its merits. 

ORA..' s letter was accorded motion' status and formal 
responses were solieited from parties to Application. CA.). 86-12-047 
(Edison's last general rate proceeding), and R .. S7-11-012 (the 
proceedinCJ revising the Rate Case Plan), as well as the merger 
proceeding (At:J Ruling- dated May 26, 1989, page 13). 

Responses to ORA~s letter motion. were submitted by 
Utility Consumers Action Netwo~k (TJCAN), Edison, SOG&E, The 
California Larger Ener9Y ConsUlners,Association (CLECA), Industrial 

,TJsers (IU), and the Western Mob i leho:me Association (WMA). In 
addition, DRA :filed a reply to; these responses .. 

III. Positions or the- Partie~ 

A. !JeAN's position 
UCAN expresses serious reservations about O~'s deferral 

request. It believes that ORA.'s proposal may be even more 
~urdensome than the status quo, because DRA's sehedule would 
require Edison and DRA to work on the NOI in the summer of 1990 
while merger hearing'S are occurrin9" Furthermore, in 'O'CAN's view, 
a Commission decision on the merger may occur in early 1991~ 
thereby requirinq Edison andSDG&E to· revise all the data inelu4ed 
in. their NOls, and leading to· additional. delays in the .prosecution 

> , .r', 

of· a,'TY 1992'proceeding"-; UCAN urges. the Commission ,to- consider, 
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these eoneerns prior to making a determination of the GRC schedules 
for the merger applicants. 
R .. Bdisgn's Position 

Edison urges the Commission not 'to- defer its'I'Y 1991 GRC,. 
noting that regardless of the pendency of the merger, the utility 
must have a fair opportunity to reeover i,ts costs of providing 
service, including a reasonable rate of return,., Edison arques that 
the merger case and the GRC are completely different types of 
proceedings, involving discrete workloads, and that ORA's concerns 
about the burdens o.f prosecuting both at the same time are 
overstated. Edison notes that if the merger is approved, it will 
~e important to have a recently reviewed adopted revenue 
requirement from which to implement reductions ens~ing from the 
merger savings (Edison Response" page 30). 

If the Commission does decide to defer the TY 1991 GRC,. 
Edison urges adoption of a modified attrition mechanism tor 1991, 
separate from the merger proceeding. Edison argues that the 
current attrition mechanism will be inadequate for 1991 because, 
unlike a TY 1991 GRC, the attrition mechanism does not make 
adj'ustments for recorded ,and projected changes in rate base, or 
greater-than-inflation growth in Operation and Maintenance (O&M) 
expenses, which Edison has experienced since its last GRC, and 
expects to experience before 'I'Y 1992'. 

Edison's authorized rate base for ratemaking purposes was 
adopted in December 1987'· for TY'198S:,. for use in· its· 1989 and" 1990 
attrition allowances. However, Edison's current projection$ for 
1990 and thereafter i~dicate that forecasted rate base will be 
substantially higher than authorized rate base due to, greater-than
forecast customer growth and· the need for additional facilities, to 
serve. increased. load.. Therefore, Edison requests that it be 

allowed to adjust its, 1991',aut~orized level of rate base to· reflect 
is torecast of 1991. rateba$e·~ 
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Edison also asserts that its O&M costs are rising due to, 
greate~-than-torecast customer growth and rising medical costs. 
These increases are in excess of the normal escalation used to· 

, . 
determine the attrition allowance in the years between rate eases. 

In the event its TY 1991 GRC is de~erred"Edison reqttests 
that the' 1991 attrition allowance include those items nor.mally 
included in the current attrition mechanism. (including an 
adj'ustment to the jurisdictional allocation factor:" pursuant to 
Decision (0.) 85-12-076) ,. plus an 'adj,ustlnent t'orrate base, and 
increased O&M eXpenses due to greater-than-forecast customer9'rowth 
and, 'medical expenses. 

In the event ot deterral~ Edison, also· recommends that the 
Commission adopt 1992 as. Edison's nextT'i, ~ut estimate 'l'Y 1992 
costs on the basis of recorded data ,through 1988. Recorded. dat,a 
fox: 1988 is preferable to recorded ,data for 1989' (which ordinarily 
would be used for T'i 1992),.):)ecauserecorded 1989 will contain 
elements. impacted by pre-merger activities, thereby, distorting 
trends and projections of Edison's real operating requirements on a 
stancl-alone basis.. Eclison also maintains-,' that the' 'tY 199'2' GRe 

should be conductei:i for Edison, on a stand-alone basis regard'less ot 
whether the rnerg-er is approved. Ed'ison asserts that it is unlikely 
that the co~ission's decision on'the proposea,merger will be' 
issued. by the time the ut'ility must beg-in preparing 'its NOI 
submittal in March 1990., Therefore, in order to permit the reqular 
GRe 'process to go- forward" the 1992 GRe .. should beeonducted for 
Eclison ~s a stand-alo~e company. If the:merg~r is approved" the 
stand-alone revenue requirements aclopted in the 'r{,1992 GRC woula 
serve as the base trol!\ whiehto aecluct merger savings. 
C. spG&E's Pos~tion 

In a response submitted separately trom its merger 
partner, SOG&E states that ORA's'letter 1Il0tion seeking' deferral of 
Eclison's next GRC't<> 'l'Y 1992 notes'that SDG&E'snexireg'Ularly 

. " . ' .. ". " 
scheduled, GRC-would' also'elI1ploy a ,TY-1992,. but requestsno~actl.on 

, . ... '" . 
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with respect to 5DG&E~ 'I'herefore,SDG&E asserts that DRA's motion 
should :be found' to request a ruling' affecting Edison only, and no 
ruling affecting the timing of 50G&E'5 next" GRC should. :be. issued· as 

a result of DRAI's motion. 
D. @Eg's PositiQ'" 

CLEek, which regularly participao;es in Edison's GRCs in 
the areas of marginal cost, revenue allocation, and rate design, 
has t~o pri'mary concerns associated with the possible deferral' of 
Edison'S 'l'Y 1991 GRC. First, it believes that a delay in' Edison's 
GRC.should not be permitted to negatively affect the goal.. of 
achieving a full equal perc~ntage of marginal cost (EPMC) revenue 
allocation for Edison's customers by the end of 1990, (D.87-12-066, 
Finding of Fact 299: .conclusion of Law 13·0). If there is· no 
T':l 1991 GRC,.. CLECA believes· the conunission's goal could be' 
accomplished via a revenue allocation inEdison's·1990 annual ECAC, 
with rates effective January 1, 1991.. CLECA wishes Co:m:mission . .-
assurance, th.at aelay in the GRC. will not result in a d.elay in'the 
achieve~ent of full E?MC. ' 

Second,. CLECA wishes the coxc:rnission to clarify where 
issues impacting marginal cost, revenue allocation, andrate·design 
for Edison's customers will be heard during the 1990-1991 tilne 
frame. CtECA asks- whether there will be a rate-, window proceeding 
for Edison 'in the fall of 1990, and, if so, whether this· proceeding 
will consider marginal cost, or whether rates emerging' from the 
Case will continue to be based on marginal demand and customer 
costs :for the 1988: TY G:RC~ CLECA };)elieves that 0.89-01-04.0 is 
unclear whether revenue allocation is to-be clone'inthe rate window 
proceeding or in the GRC (or annual ECACinnon-GRCyearS). If 
revenue allocation is. to :be done in the rate window proceed.ing, and 
not in the annual ECAC proceeding, CLECA states that the.Com:mission 
will be unable to· reach its full EPMC revenue.allocation.qoal by 
year-end 1990, because anY,allocation·adop:ted in- the rate window 
proceeding will not become' effective, until June'"199 1 • CLECA. points 

" 
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to the annual ECAC proceeding for 1990 as the appropriate vehicle 
tor revenue allocation in 1990 (CLECA Comments, page Z). 

E. W's Position 
IU, a group comprised of Air Products & Chemicals, Inc.; 

Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.; General Motors corporation; 
Kil'r\l:lerly Clark Corporation:' Liquid Air corporation; Mobil Oil 
corporation; Na:bisco' Brands, Inc.; Steelcase, Inc. ;,' anclt1nion 
Carbide Corporation, ,has participated act:ively in past Edison ,GRCs. 
IV,supports the need for deferral of the TY 1991,GRC,. but wants no 
loss of momentum towards the' g'oal of achieving :full EPMC. on 
Edison's system by 1990. 

IU urges'the Commission to desiqnate those Edison rate 
proceedings which it will employ to attain its previously stated 
goal of lOO% EPMC on Edison's system by 19~O. IU also, maintains 
that any revenue associated with a special 19'91 attrition 
proceeding should be allocated. among Edison's customer classes so 
as to assure further movement towards that full EPMC g'oal. 
As:suminq that a one-time out-ot-phase attrition procee4in9"is used 
as the su:Osti tute for Edison's T1 199,1 GRC, It] believes that 
proceeding should be limited to revenue require~ents. issues, and 
that the allocation of any attrition year revenue requirement 
increase Edison may' ultimately justify ,should be accomplishe~ in 
Eaison's 1990 ECAC,. not the attritionproeeeding. 

IU aetails several pending orO. upcoming p,roceedinqs that 
may impact the· ability to move closer to full EPMC', ineludinq 
Edison's trigger ECAC" . its cost ot capital revenue (A.89-0S-02'l), 
and its potential 1989 rate design window filinq. However, IU 
asserts that these proceeainqs may be less signiticant as vehicles 
tor making progress towarcls the full EPMC qoal than,Eclison's 1990 
ECAC filing. It)" wishes the· Commission to- declare unequiv:ocally 
that it will use the 1990 ECAC as' the· vehicle to",complete. 
1lnplementation· of fu.ll EPMCon the 'Edison ,syste~.· 
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WMA is a state-wid.e association ot mobilehome park 
owners, many of whose mel'lll:>ers are served on Ed.ison's 
Sched.ule OMS-2. This sChedule applies to master-meteredfsubmetered 
mobilehome parks and. provid.esto the park owner a monthly,. per 
space discount to offset against the costs of sub metering_ 

Und.'er Sched.ule OMS-2 th'e park owner ):),1l1s submetered 
resident usage at Edison's residential rate and in turn the master
metered park owner is billed at the, same rate but granted a 
baseline allowance equal to the sum of the baseline allowance tor 
each res,id.ent. 'l'he present d.iscount amount was' estal:>lished in 
EO-ison's last GRC,. and reflects a diversity benefit adjustment 
which decreases the amount otherwise payable to the park owner. 
The Commission established that a diversity benefit accrues to the 
park owner under Sched.ule OMS-2 when a master-metered customer is 
billee more sales at baseline rates and. less sales at ,nonbaseline 
rates than are actually consumed by th'e submetered. resid.ents.: 

In the last Edison GRC decision the Commission ordered a' 
study to, ensure the accuracy ot the diversity adjustment. The 
Commission directed Eeison tocond.uct, a ,study " ••• ,for its next 
general rate case of usage patterns of mobilehome parks which it 
individual meters and the usage related to each master meter as the 
basis for developinq a diversity adj,us.tl'nent." (D.8-7-12-066, 

Conc'lusion of Law 146 t Ordering Paragraph 44.) 

The Commission also directed,Edisonto undertake a stu~y, . 
in cooperation with WMA, for its next GRC,. to ~etermine' the actual 
line losses incurred by submetereci'mobilehome parks served under 
Ed.ison"s Schedule DMS-2 (0 .. 8'7-12-0,66,. Conclusion of Law 144, 

Ordering Paragraph 43). 
While it is not unsympathetic to ORA/,S concerns for the 

need to' d.e!er Edison's TY 1.99l GRC" WMA wants consideration of the , 
revision of the ~MS'-2 discount ~d, the lOSSes: study in the 1991 

- 8 -
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attrition proceeding, if tbat proceeding'is substituted for a 
T"i 1991 GRe. 
G. J)BA' s ReplY 

On July 18, 1989, ORA tiled its Reply addressing the 
responses of Edison", CLECA, and IO. 

DRA continues to:urge deferral of Edison's T"i 1991 GRe, 
and if its motion is granted, ORA. 'has' no o:bj ection to allowinq 
Edison to request an additional attrition year for. 1991. DRA. also, 
ag-rees with Edison's· sUg'qestion that Edison's next 'l'Y should J:~e 
1992, based. on recorded data thro~9'b 1988, and assuming- Edison as a 
stand-alone company. 

DRA expresses concerns about the conditions Edi~on wishes 
to· attach to a 1991 attrition filing. DRA asserts 'that,any request 

.. . 

to deviate from the established attrition methodoloqy should be the 
subject of hearing- room review with the utility carryinq the full 
:burden of proof that the deviation is necessary and that its 
request is reasonable. with those requisites in mind, DRA has 
suklxnitted a format and schedule for the 1991 ,attrition proceeding', 
and indicates Edison's concurrence. These items are appended to· 
this decision as Attachments A and. B, respec~ively.' 'ORA emphasizes 
the nonprecedential nature of its one-time proposal. It also 
states that the use of 1992' as Edison's next 'I'''i should also 
establish a new three-year rate ease cycle with 1995", 1998, etc. as 
future test years unless the cOmll\ission'xnodifies the rate ca~ 
cycle in the future. 

In connection with the concerns expressed by CLECA and 
XU; DRA agrees that the 1990 ECACis the appropriate vehicle to 
address revenue allocation for'1991. ORA stronqly opposes. the use 
of a 1990 rate window proceeding' to· consider Edison's marginal 
cost, revenue allocation, and rate desiqn for 199'1 ixnplementation. 
:ORA. notes that 0 .. 89-01-040 is- vert explicit that the window 

'. . ' ... 

proceedinqsare to' be used torrate'desigll, and,nowhere in the 
decision are' the "'windows'" opened', to' mar9'in~l' cost deter.mi~tion 
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and/or revenue allocation. Further, DRA notes the time constraints 
built into the rate window proceedings would preclude consideration 
of. marginal cost and revenue allocation issues. 

xv • Disscussion 

A. The Deferral tsS!,W 
In deciding whether to defer Edison's presently scheduled 

NOI we must first assess the need for deferral. ~he strongest 
argument favoring deferral is the burden imposed on both Edison and 
the Commission ot conducting a general rate proeeeding coincident 
with the merger proceeding. Although we agree with Edison's 
observation that the two proceedings are different in some :major 
respects,. we note that when viewed separately, both are significant 
und.ertakings in. terms ot utility, staff, and intervenor time and 
resources. It d.oes not appear feasible to us to require these 
parties to litigate these two proceedinqs simultaneously" 
especially when many of the same key persons 'might be' involved in 
overlapping discovery, preparation.,. hearings, and briefing during 
the same time frames. We: are :mindful of UCAN's observation that 

deferral may distract Edison and ORA from the merger hearings 
during the summer 0'£ 1990 if a new NOI is prepared for s'\ll:lmission 
to the Com.."nission,. but that may be a less burd.ensome alternative 
than retaining the status quo and thereby ensuring the oecurrence 
of many more overlapping efforts over a much longer period ot time. 
All things consiclcred, we are convinced. ~ythe arg'\2lt\ents presented 
th.at there is a need to· defer Ec1ison's 'rY 199.1 GRC. 

The next issue is whether to· defer Edison trom TY 1991 to 
a GRC to· be heard in 1991, using 1988 historical data. This is a 
difficult question because of the com:mission's cUrrent plans. tor 
SDG&E during T't 1992. . 

S·OG&E believes that DRA's motion does not request 
specific coxnmission' action. 'wi tho·respect to SOG~E"s TY 1992 GRC 

- 10 ~ 
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(SOG&E Response I page 2). This is not entirely accurate. ORA's 
motion explicitly asserts that 4eferral of E4ison's 'I'Y 2991 GRC 
will place both utilities on the same GRC scheclule.. (ORA Letter 
Motion, page 2.) Thus, ORA's motion implicitly requests the 
com:mission to retain the existing GRC,seheclule, specifying, a TY 1992 

GRC (with hearings in 1991) tor SDG&E, while adding a GRC for 
Edison which would also· be heard, in 1991.. Clearly, it appears that 
both ORA. and SOG&E envision that the COXDlnission will conduct two' 
major stand-alone CRCs durinq'the same time, period .. 

Eetison's positi~n on this. issue, is not clear. Eelison's 
response does not address the question, of retaining the existing 
'l''i 1992 GRC for SDG&E, .. although the~rger, app,licants had earlier, 
proposed converting' this T~ 1992 GRC, to'an attrition tilinq(Bryson 
Testimony on Edison's Merger Obj:ectives anet Corporate Policies 
After the Merqer , sUbmitted April 1989, in A. 83.-12-035" ~ 

, ' While we are eonvincedo,f the need to, 'defer, Edison's 
TY. 1991 proceeding, we are less. convinced"otthe ,wisaom of 
conducting stand-alone GRCs tor both ,Edison ana' SDG&~:, during the 
same, time period. Such an unelertaking' would be a daunt'ing task in 
any event,. and is made more complicated:by the pendency'of the 
merger. Yet, tha~ is precisely what ORA,. SOG&E, and perhaps Edison 
env~s~on. We believe it would be beneficial for all concerned to 
fully consieler the implications, of 'this proposal before committing 
to it in advance. Confrontinq the realities. of this proposal now 
may avoid the filing ot additional. petitions tor relief nert year. 

':to that end, we direct Edison,' SOG&E, and tlRA to' confer 
over the next several months, to· attempt ,to· ,develop, feasible 
alternatives to litigating two stand-alone GRCs'durinqthe same 
time period.. On or before March ,.1, 199'0', "Edison,SDG&E,., and, ORA 
shall, file in this. docket their written, 'comments suggesting' suCh . 

-11 -
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alternatives. 3 We encourage these, parties to file joint comments 
if that it possible based on the, results of .their conferences. 
Once these comments have been ti'led" we will allow other parties to
file responsive comments accord.ing toa schedule outlined by the 
assigned ALJs·~ 

March 1 is chosen as the date for filing these comments 
because it roughly co1ncides,with the time the utilities will begin 
work prior to SUbmitting' their 1992.NOIs in the·tall of 1990. 

Thus" the timing of the Commission"s final decision on this issue 
should not adversely impact the NOI process itself. 

Thus, in this interim decision we do, not resolve the 
question whether Zdison will prosecute a GRC during 1991,.nor do, we 
address the specific parameters of sueh a GRe (i.e ... use of recorded 
1988 data in lieu of a forecasted 1992 TY).- These issues will be 

decided once the matter is before us again on March 11990.. If we 
ultimately decide to· proceed with a GRC for Edison to be heard in 
199:1, based on th~~ information then presented, there will be ample· 
opportunity to sp(~cifY the parameters of that GRe in a 'timely 
fashion. 
S.. 1'.b~ Kanner. of .Acccomplilbing Det,erral of TX 1921 

The next issue to be resolved is whether deferral can be 
accomplished in a manner which protects the interests of both the 
utility and its ratepayers.. We believe that the proposal embodied 
as Attachments A and B to· ORA's Reply, in which Edison concurs, 
will adequately meet these concerns.,' 

The proposal allows Edison the opportunity to present , 
testimony, in the conte~~ of attrition year 1991~ addressing the 
specifiC mod.ifications it seeks, tO'the normal operational attrition 
mechanism. These ,specific' moditicat~ons" as' detailed in 

3 The parties may include, among their suggested alternative$, 
practical suggestions for 'proceeding to litigate'both GRCs durinq 
the same year,. but such a course of action is not favoredbytbe 
commission'at this' time., 

•••• - 12 
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Attachment A, involve: (1) a Fixed Component (Rate Base 
Modifications); (2) a Variable component (Growth in selecte4 O&M 
areas, Medieal Growth, Post-Retirement tax advantaged funding, and 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station· retueling outage).; 
(3) Jurisdietional Alloeation (Off-system sales; Resale Cities); 
and (4) productivity" The proposed procedural schedule requires a 
March 30, 1990 attrition filing,.. contemplates no more than tour 
days' hearing time, ~nd specifies. that new rates b~sed on the 
attrition allowance will be effective January 1, 1991~ 

We will adopt this proposal as sUbmitted, with the 
cautionary note that we do not intend t~ authorize any further 
broadening of the issues to b~ explored in the 1991 attrition 
proceeding, and will limit tbescope of the. proceeding to that 
reflected in Attachments A and SO' In addition, .. we eaution Edison 
that it will have' the burden of demonstrating the appropriateness 
of includin~ in rates any changes stexnmingfrom the modified 
attrition proceeding authorized in this. interim opinion. 

In response to concerns expressed by lU, we also clarify 
,that any revenue requirement changes authorized as a result of the 
modified attrition proceeding, to be ef.fective January 1" 1991, 

will be allocated in accordance with the methodoloqy used to
allocate Edison's 1990 ECACrevenue requirement.. Since both 
decisions will require changes to Ed'ison's rates,. effective 
January 1" 1991, this approach is totally appropriate_ . 
c.. Bevenu~ AllOCAtion Issues 

The comments of CLECA and I'O' request guidance from the 
Commission as to, where revenue allocation issues will be heard in 
the absence of a TY 1991 GRC for Edison. Both CLECA and IU point 
to' Edison's 1990 ECAC proceeding as the appropriate place to assess 
revenue allocation issue's· for 1991. In its reply,. ORA agrees. that 
wrevenue allocation should be addressed in,the 1990 ECAC' as it has, 
been in'. mostECACs in recentyeax:s.* (oRA. Reply-, page' 2.) 
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The rate window procedure outlined in 0.89-0l-040 

(Appendix :a 5·, :a 6, B l8, B· 19) is not the appropriate place to 
consider these revenue allocation issues given the limited nature 
of that procedure and the li~ted amount of time allowed 
(0.8.9-0l-040, . Appendix B l8 to· B 19). 

Given the consensus view of CLECA, lU, and DRA that 
revenue allocation issues, and more specifically the move toward 
full EPMC for Edison's customers, should be addressed in Edison's 
1990 ECAC proceeding, and not elsewhere, this order so· provides. 
D. Raj:e ~sign Issues Raised by WMA 

WMA's request that the Commission consider in the 1991 
modified attrition proeeeding the revision of the DMS-2 discount, 
based on the results ot the diversity and losses studies ordered in 
D.87-l2-066·, has some merit. WMA is,. after all, merely requesting 
that the studies- be eonsidered in the same time period (TY 1991) 
contemplated by the Coltllnission in 0.87-12-066·. 

We are eoncerned,. however, that adding this issue to the 
modified attrition proceeding, which is limited to revenue 
requirements issues, will unduly complicate that proceeding and 
possibly delay its outcome. We prefer that WMA and Edison litigate 
this issue in the rate window proceeding, and will direet them to 
do so if they wish to resolve the issue prior to-Edison's next GRC. 

'WMA indicates that the parties are "well on their way in 
the cooperative study and expected to have a result avail~le for a 
1991 Test "lear GRC filing'I" (WMA. Response, page 5), so- it . is. 
conceivable that little or no, litigation will be re~iredr In any 
event, the workings ot the electric rate design windowproeedure 
are tairly straightforward and should result in speedy. resolution 

- 14 -
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of the Schedule OMS-2 issue,4 assuminq the parties adhere to the 
requirements specified in 0~89-01-040. 

As specified in Appendix S, to- 0.89-01-040" any party may 
propose revisions'to Edison's adopted rate desisn from Oecember 20 
to 2& prior to an attrition year. This means effectively that 
either WMA. or Eaison may submit the proposed revisions to the 0MS-2 
,schedule, full j'ustification for the revisionsran explanation Why 
the revisions should be considered prior to Edison's,. next GRC, and 
a reconcil'iation with the latest adopted revenue requirement and 
class allocations (0.89-01-040, AppendixB 18). Hearing'S will 
oc~r 7,2'aays after submission of the proposal; no, more than five 
hearing days are allowed for rate window,proposals, so·a.final 
decision on the revisions to Schedule' OMS':2would, issue 142' days 
afterthesubm'issionof the proposed revisions (0.89-0l-040, 
AppendixB,19). 
FindiuM,. 0" Fact 

1,': On May 18, 1989, ORA submitted a letter motion requesting 
" deferral of Edison's 'l'Y 1991 GRC to· 'I'" 1992, ,due, to workload anc1 

timing constraints associatecl wi thproee,ssing the merger 
application and. Eclison's 'l'"i 1991 application during the same time 
interval. 

2. Sinee SOG&E is also, schec1uled. for a 'l'Y 1992' GRC, ORA 
explicitly recognized that its reconunendation' would result in 
placing both :merger applicants on the ,same G'RC cycle. 

3 ., In, :merger-related draft testimony submitted in April 
19'89, the :merger applieants propose to- proeeed with Edison's 'tY . . . . 
1991 GRC, but to defer SDG&El's 'I'''l 19.92. ,GRC and' replace' it ,with an 
att:;:-ition year; however, in response to, ORA.'sMay'lS',· 1989 letter 

4 However, if it becomes clear in the future that this issue 
i$,more contentious. than it now appears, we will 'be receptive to
requests toX"esolve it,in another, forum .. 

- 15 -
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motion, SOG&E states that it seeks no order from this Commission 
impacting its TY 1992 schedule. 

4. In its formal response,. Edison opposes ,ORA's letter 
motion, but indicates that if deferral is required, it seeks a 
modified attrition mechanism tor 1991 to recognize the impacts of 
greater-than-forecast customer growth and,qro'Wth in. selectedO&M 
areas. In its formal reply" ORA. .indicates that it"has reached 
aqreement with Edison on the,fonlat and schedule.of a :modified 

, . 
attritionproceedin,q, as reflected in Attachments A and :s hereto. 

5. 'Onless the normal attrition procee~ing is modified, 
Edison will'be unable to request =ate recognition of certa.in 
specified customergro'Wth and medical costs, which it clai~ are in 
excess o'! the normal escalation uSed,to detennine the attrition 
allowance in the years between rate eases;: the' utility will a~so· be 
unable, to adj ust its author,ized' level, of rate base under norxnal 
attrition procedures. 

6. ORA's argument that workload, ,and., .:timing cons.traints 
prevent the processing of the merqerapplication and. Ed.ison's 
'I'Y 1991 GRe ·d.urinq the same time periods is convincing; therefore, 
d.eferral of Edison's TY 1991 proceeding' is neeess.ary·, although 
Edison should be afforded an opportunity to present its showing' 
justifying' a modified 1991 attrition' adjustment, as more 
particularly set forth below. 

7.. This, deci~ion does not address those aspects of DRA's 
letter motion which contemplate that the cownission will accede to, 
placing both Edison and SOG&E on the same GRe. cycle. It is 
appropriate to require Edison, SOG&E.,. and ORA. to, confer to· arrive 
at an alternative to, the scenario under which both utilities would 
prosecute GRes during the same ti:ne,period, qiven our reservations 
about the :feasibility of such an. unde~akinq., 

S. The parameters of Edis'on's, modified attrition proceedinq 
for 1991, as set,forth in ,Attachments A and :s hereto-, are 
reasonable, sub:i~ct to the· proviso' that the' util'ity: bears' the 

. '. ,., " ' ... 
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burden of proof to justify the revenue require'ments :modifications 
it seeks. 

9. Any revenue requir.ement changes flowin9 from Edison's 
1991 mooifieci attrition proceeding will be imp,lemented pursuant to 
the revenue allocation procedures adopted in Edison 1990 ECAC' 
proceeding, with new rates effective January 1, 1991., 

10. Edison's, 1990,.,ECAC proceeding is the appropriate plac~ to 
litigate revenue allocation ,issues fo~ the'relevant period. ' The 
rate window proceeding is not the appropriate forum to- litigate 
these issues. 

11. WMh's ,proposals relative to, mod:ification of the DMS-2 
schedule were to be heard in Edison's TY 1991 GRC, as provided in 
D.87"';'12-06,6; however,. WMA's, proposals. may :be accommodated in the 
rate window proceeding; with a tilin9',inDeCe~er 1990, as l'!1ore 
partic~larly set forth in D_a9-o'l-040~' 
92DelusiQDs 9: Law 

1.. Edison's T'i 1991 GRC shou'ld·:be deferred, and replaced 
with a modified attrition proeeed:ing for 1991, as lnore pa:-:ic~larlY' 
set forth in Attachments. A anQ Bh'ereto. 

2. Alternatives to placing Edison and SDG&E ,on the same GRC 
cycle should :be developed :by, Edison'l SDG&E, and ORA" as set' forth 
in the ordering paragraphs which follow. 

, 3. The scope, format,. and. schedule of. Edison,'s modified 
attrition proceeding for 1991 should :be adopted as set forth in 
Attachments A and B: thereto, .. 

4. Ed.ison must carry its burden o'! proof that the revenue 
requirement changes it proposes in the 1991 mo4ified. attrition 
proceeding shou14 be adopted. by this Commission .• ' 

s. Revenue allocation is'sues should. be considered in 
Ed.ison's 1990 ECAC proceedin9, consistent with the provisions of 
this interim opinion. 

, ' 

6. WMA's proposals relative toScheduleDMS-2: should be 
raised. in the rate window proeeeciinq ;as spec~fiedin D~;89-01-040. 

,,' 

- l7-
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IT' IS: ORDERED that: 

.. ,-. to"" , ... . . ~ 

1. Division of Ratepayer Advocates' (DRA) letter motion 
seeking' deferral o! Southern California Edison Company's (Edison) 
Test' ':lear (T':l) 1991 General Rate Case (GRC) i~ hereby' granted in 
part~ Edison's T':l 1991 GRC is de~erred, to· be replaeeQ ~y a 
modified attrition proceeding' tor 1991, as more particularly set 
forth in Attachments A and B hereto~ 

2. Edison,. San Diego Gas ,'Electric (SDG&E),.and DRA. shall 
confer to clevelop alternatives to plac:i.ng both, utilities on the 
same GRC cycle. On or before March 1, 1990·, Edison;' SOG&~, and DRA 
shall file in this docket the original and 12 copies of written 
comments (or, at their option, a single set of written comments), 
outlining the results o!thei~ con!ere~ces, and includinq 
recommended alternatives. These comments shall be served on all 
parties to A.86-12-04,7 (Edison"s last GRC) and R.87-11-012 (the 
proeeecling Which dealt with the Rate Case Plan revision),. as well 
as A,.88-12-035 (the merger proceeding) • 

3. On or before c March 30, 1990',. Edison shall tile its. fo:r:mal 
application for a modified 1991,.operational attrition allowance, 
with supporting' eXh:i.b:i.ts, testimony, and workpapers., Edison shall 
serve copies of this filing on all parties to, A.88-12-035-'and 
A.86-12-047, in addition to otherwise"appliCable service 
requirements. The remaining. schedule tor the modified 1991 

, attrition proceeding is: that set forth in Attachment, B.hereto" and 
is he~eby adopted subjeet'toany future: mod:i.ficationS the assigned 

, AlJ, may~ clee:m,. necessa:y or appropriate .. ' ... " 
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'. 4. 'I'hc Executive Director shall' serve copi,es of thiG intcrill'1 
'0 opinion on all parties on the o·ffieial ~ervice lists for 

A.86-12-047 and R.87-ll-012. 

. , 

This order is cf'tectivctoday. 
D~tcd AUG' :3 ' 1989: , at San Francisco, California. 

, -19-

G. MITCHELL' WILK 
President 

, FREDERICK 'R,. DUDA 
JOW B.. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 

coxnxnissioners 

CoItllnissioner Stanley,W. Hulett, 
:bein~, x:eccss~rilY' a~scnt", did not 
partl.cJ.patc.. ' , ' 
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ATTACHMENT A 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ~DISON COMPANY 
1991 MODIFIED ATTRITION ALLOWANCE 

FORMAT OF' '1991 ATTRITION APPLICATION 

o Application - Request authority to,revise 
rates ,for operational 
Attrition, in 199'1.· 

o Testimony/Exhibits/workpapers - 1) Te~timonYOnNO:t:lDal 
Operational'Attrition 

. ," . 

- Fixed" Component· 
- Variable .. : Component , 
-, Changes\in"'taxes"." fees & 

postage ,:'rates;' ,.etc .. 

2) T~stimon:/'on'" .'.' 
Modifications·to,Normal 
Ope~ational'Attrition 

, '. 

Fixed' 'component " 
0, ·Rate base modifications 

- Variable compOnent', 

(END OF ATTACHMENT' A) 

o Growth'in selected,O&M 
areas', ' .... 

o Medical qrowth 
0, Post~ret1rement·tax 

advantaged funding: ' ' 
0, SO~GS~;R.fU~~ing: '~tage 

Jurisclicational ' 
Allocation , 
'0 Off 'system. sales 
0' Resale: 'cities 

Productivity, 
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1990 

March 30 

July 2 

August 1 

August' 20-23 

September 14 

September 2,8 

Novem:ber 2 

December 19 

1991 

January 1 

ATTACHMENT B 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
1991 MODIFIED ATTRITION ALLOWANCE 

,PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE 

EVENT' 

Edison files Application for Modified 1991 
Operational Attrition Allowance with Supporting, 
Exhibi ts, Testimony" And: Workpapers. 

, "'." > 
,/ , ",' 

DRA files Report on Attrition Applic~ion. 
" 

Intervenors file Testimony on Attrition 
Application. 

Hearings on Attrition Issues (four days). 

Openinq Brie.fs .. 

Closing, Briefs-. 

ALJ Draft 'Decision. 

Final Decision on Attrition Application. 

New Rates Effect! ve ' Base'd· on Attrition ' 
AllOWAnce .. 

(END OF ATTACHMENTS) 
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and/or revenue allocation. Further, ORA notes the tilne 
built into the rate window proceedings.would preclude c 
of marginal cost and revenue, allocation" issues .. 

xv. Discussion 

A. The Deferral IsS!: 

In decid'ing whether to defer EO.' on's presently scheo.uled 
NOI we must first assess the need for d erral. ~he strongest 
argument favoring d~ferral is the bur n imposed on·both Edison and 
the Commission of conducting a gene 1 :rate proceeding in tandem. 
with the merger proceeding.. Alth gh we agree with Edison's 
obs.ervation that the two procee nqs are different in some major 
respects,. we note that when v' wed separately , both a:z:e siqn·ificant 
undertakings in terms o·f uti i ty,. sta,ff,. and intervenor time and 
resources. It does not ap ear feasible to: us to require these 
parties to litigate these two· proceedings simultaneously,. 
especially ·when many of he' same key persons might be· involved in 
overlapping discovery, preparation, hearings, and briefing during 
the ,same time frames We are mindful o·f UCAN's observation that 
deferral may distr t Edison and DRA. from the merger hearings 
during the summer of 1990 if a new NOI is prepared for SUbmission 
to 'the Commissio , but that may be a less burdensome alternative 
than retaining he ~tatus quo, and 'thereby ensurinq the occurrence 
of many more verlapping efforts over a much longer period of time. 
All things onsidered,we are convinced by the arqwnents presented 
that there is a need ,to· defer Edison's TY 1991 GRC .. 

The next issue is whether to· defer Edison fromTY 1991 to 
be heard in'l991, using 1988 historical data. This is. a 

diftic t question because:of the coxrrmission's.current plans for 
SDG&E Quring 'TY 1992~ 

SDG&E believes- that, DRA'smotion'Qoes· not request 
• • • , "j 

ific' Commission'. action with respect to·,SCG&EI's: 1!'{ 1992' GRC 

- io· -" 
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The rate window procedure outli~ed in 0.89-01-040 
(Appendix B 5, B 6, B 18, B 3.9) is, not the appropriate ,place to 
consider these revenue allocation issues qiven the limited nature 
of-that procedure and the limited amount ot time allowed 
(0.89-01-040, Appendix B, 18 to B, 19) .. 

(;i ven the consensus view o·f CLECA, ItT, 

revenue allocation: issues." and more specifically th 

full EPMC for Edison's customers, should be addre ed in Edison's 
1990' ECAC proceedinq, and not elsewhere, this der so provid.es. 
D. Ra~e Design lSSlles .:Raised by WMl\. 

WMA.'s request'that the Comxnissi consic!er in the 1991 

modified attrition proceeding the revis' n of the OMS-2 discount, 
based on the results of the diversit and losses studies ordered. in 
0.87-12-066, has some merit. WMA.' , after all, merely requesting
that the stuclies be considered i ,the same time period (TY 199'1) 

contemplated by the co:mmission Jon D.8:7-12-06,6~ 
We are concerned, owever, thatadclin9 this issue to the 

modified attrition proceed' q, which is limited to revenue 
requirements issues, wil uncluly complicate .that proceedinq and 
possibly delay its out me .. We prefer that WMAand Edison litiqate 
this issue in the ra window ' proceeding,.. and will' direct them to 
do so if they wish 0, revolve the issue prior to' Edi'son's next GRe. 

WMA ind'cates that the parties are Hwell'on their way in 
the cooperative tucly ancl expected to' have a result available for a 
1991 'rest Year GRC filing" (WMA Response, page S), so it is 
conceivable at little or "no- l,itig-ation will be required.. In any 
event, the' orking-s of the electric rate desiqn"window,proced.ure 
are fairly. straig-htforward an~shou'lCt result, in speecty, resolution. 
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